College Notes.

The Johns Hopkins students have thrown aside their regulation caps and gowns.

Harvard has one hundred and eighty-nine courses of study; Ann Arbor two hundred and forty-two.

The Boston Athletic Association will put a nine on the field this year. Three games will be played with Harvard, one on the Boston League grounds.

The next convention of the New England college presidents will be held at Wesleyan University.

The Senior class at Cornell have decided to build a boat house as a memorial of the class.

It is expected that St. Paul’s School will send thirty men to Yale next fall.

The President of the Pekin University is translating Shakespeare’s works into Chinese.

According to the London Lancet the number of deaths from football in all the world last season were 13; fracture of legs, 15; of arms, 4; of collar-bones, 11; serious injuries to the spine, 3; to nose, 1; to ankle, 1; to cheek, 1; and to knee, 1.

A friend of Syracuse University has provided a fund for the purpose of fitting up an athletic ground for the students, with facilities for baseball, football, and track sports.

The Harvard Quinquennial catalogue for 1890, heretofore published in Latin, will this year be issued in English.

Dartmouth College has formed a new tennis association, which is limited to 18 members. A tournament will be held this spring, and the winners will be sent to represent the college in the intercollegiate tennis tournament.

Over $3,675,000 was given to forty-two American Colleges last year, in gifts ranging from five to ten thousand dollars.

The management of the University of Pennsylvania nine has given two season tickets to each member of the Faculty, in hopes of getting them interested in athletics.

Only 16 of the 103 men who started to train for the Harvard-Freshman crew at Harvard, now remain.

At the last admission examination of London University, 47 out of 175 women were successful.

Recently a German student was killed in a duel at Leipsic, and another at Wurzenburg.

Hamilton University, of Rome, N. Y., has changed its name to Colgate University.

The average age of those who enter college is seventeen years. A century ago it was fourteen.

The Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute has received a collegiate charter from New York.

The Class of ’80 has decided to present Princeton with a gateway to cost $3,000 as their decennial gift.

A comparison of the yearly number of students at Princeton for the last five years shows the following results, indicating the growth of the college. The increase in past year, 103; in two years, 167; in three years, 211; in four years, 271. Total number of students now at Princeton, 770.

The old intercollegiate cup, won by Yale last year, and competed for at the intercollegiate games for the last thirteen years, will be given to Harvard after the games this spring. Harvard has won it eight out of thirteen times, and there is no more room left upon it for inscriptions. The record of the colleges since the cup was first competed for is as follows: In 1876 Princeton won it, and for the three following years it went to Columbia. In 1880 Harvard took it, and retained it until Yale won in 1887. In 1888 it again went to Harvard, and last year Yale won with Columbia a close second. The number of first places are: Harvard, 52; Columbia, 45; Yale, 34; University of Pennsylvania, 26; Princeton, 24; Lafayette, 4; Dartmouth, 4; Williams, 3; Lehigh, 3; Stevens, 3; Amherst, 3; Wesleyan, 2; Cornell, 2; C. C. N. Y., 2; Michigan, 1; Union, 1.